Seminar: Instructional Coaching Skills
Scott Murphy (Knowles Initiative)
host: Eleni Zotos

Discussion: Inclusive Mentoring in Laboratory Settings
Nicole Tuttle (U-M CRLT)
host: Naish Laloo

Seminar: What makes a C student a C student?
Diane Bunce (Catholic University)
host: Megan Conner

Panel: Academic Applications
Courtney Roberts, Patrick Melvin, Meagan Hinze, Nicholas Borotto
host: Dan Nasrallah

Discussion: Writing Exam Questions
John Wolfe (U-M)
Amy Gottfried (U-M)
host: Blair Winograd

Panel: Applying for Academic Positions
Courtney Roberts, Patrick Melvin, Nicholas Borotto, Meagan Hinze
host: Dan Nasrallah

Panel: FFGSI Update Session
Daniel Steyer, Kristina Lenn, Jeffrey Spencer
host: Janelle Kirsch

Outreach: Classical Conversations
Oscar Mota, Emily Mueller, Danielle Fagnani
host: Dean Martin (Fisk U)

Discussion: Back to the Future: Exploring the Value of Oral Examinations in Organic Chemistry
Mark Lautens (U Toronto)
host: Ellen Aguilera

Discussion: Scientific Publishing from the Inside Out
Jake Yeston (Science)
host: Dan Nasrallah & Taylor Soucy

Annual Alumni Networking Event
organizers: Allison Roessler, Janelle Kirsch, Amie Frank, Justin Harris, Ren Wiscons, Daniel Nasrallah

The National Center for Faculty Development and Diversity provides online career development resources, delivering a variety of web-based services on increasing productivity, time management, maintaining work-life balance, resolving conflict, personal organization, and cultivating members, sponsors, and collaborators. The University of Michigan has an institutional membership (www.facultydiversity.org), which provides you with cost-free access.